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Create happy customers,
inspiring them and SAP
through radical empathy for users
SAP Design AppHaus Vision
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Business Model 

Innovation

Business Process 

Innovation

User Experience 

Innovation

Foster Innovation 

Culture

SAP Design AppHaus Design Services

Challenge

New business 

models

Help to analyze

your customer needs 

Challenge

Complex 

processes

Re-imagine and simplify

your business processes 

Challenge

Low software 

adoption

Analyze the daily tasks

of end-users

Challenge

Less innovation

leadership,

no innovation

culture 

Unleash the creative potential 

of your people
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Business Model Innovation

We focus on people
to reduce business risks
uncovering a true people-centric
value proposition
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Business Process Innovation

We focus on people
to reduce change management risks
making them key stakeholders
of the new process
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User Experience Innovation

We focus on real end users
making them productive and happy
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Foster Innovation Culture

We focus on people
who are intrinsically motivated
to help drive change in the company
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SAP Design AppHaus Design Services
Create happy customers, inspiring them and SAP through radical empathy for users

Customer Challenge How we help you Outcome

Business 

Model 

Innovation

New business models We focus on people to reduce 

business risks, uncover a true 

people-centric value proposition

Discover: we jointly run a 360° research including an in-depth analysis of your customer needs and the ecosystem 

of your new idea

Design: we jointly define a potential solution area, iterate in multiple cycles, and test it in the entire ecosystem 

Deliver: we jointly create an executable vision roadmap for the solution with the most potential for your business

Business 

Process 

Innovation

Complex processes We focus on people to reduce 

change management risks, 

making them key stakeholders of 

the new process

Discover: We conduct onsite observation and research with affected people to identify main pain points (across 

multiple teams) and create a pain point heat map

Design: We jointly work on and visualize ideas for a potential new process including a validation of potentially 

required new tools for affected people

Deliver: Create implementation plan for new process jointly with affected people

User 

Experience 

Innovation

Low software adoption We focus on real end users to 

make them productive and happy

Discover: we observe end-users to identify the highest impact opportunity areas to transform the current process 

Design: we conduct iterative design workshops to co-create new experiences for end-users 

Deliver: we deliver an implementable design framework that is technically verified

Foster 

Innovation 

Culture

Less innovation 

leadership, no 

innovation culture 

We focus on people who are 

intrinsically motivated to help 

drive change in the company

Set-up a creative team: establish a multidisciplinary team to help drive change and define implementation plan

Services: we consult the team on topics like community building, communication, success measurements, etc.

Projects: identify and support impactful projects to learn and to gain the first success stories

Space: set up an environment which supports and promotes the new way of working
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SAP Design AppHaus Design Services
Create happy customers, inspiring them and SAP through radical empathy for users

Customer Challenge How we help you Outcome

Business 

Model 

Innovation

New business models

The digital era offers opportunities and the need to re-

imagine your business model. 

How to get started and not run behind? How to 

humanize an intelligent enterprise?

Rethink business models and take action. We help to 

analyze your customer needs and identify new 

business opportunities supported by the right 

technology.

• new business model decision

• digital opportunities in the business model 

• recommendations on required process, technical capabilities, 

and documented transformation plan

Business 

Process 

Innovation

Complex processes 

Business processes are too complex to be easily 

adapted to fast changing markets.

How can I simplify and become more flexible?

Discover better ways to get things done. We help you 

to re-imagine and simplify your business 

processes and co-create the new experience. We 

help build bridges between your business and IT 

organization.

• shared vision of the new process (e.g. customer experience)

• deep understanding of critical organizational challenges

• increased collaboration across the organization

• accelerated execution phase

User 

Experience 

Innovation

Low software adoption 

Your people and millennial workforce expect current 

and future business software to be intuitive. 

How can we better support them in their daily job?

Software users always deserve and demand the 

same high quality experiences: no matter if they enjoy 

them on private devices or be at work. We analyze 

the daily tasks of end-users and co-create solutions 

that enable them to be more productive and 

impactful in their work.

• increased end user efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction

Foster 

Innovation 

Culture

Less innovation leadership, no innovation culture 

Innovation cycles are getting shorter. 

How can we better leverage the potential of our people 

to become more innovative and agile?

It‘s not enough to just innovate, organizations need to 

be innovative. We help to unleash the creative 

potential of your people to grow a sustainable 

innovation culture

• grow design thinking competency and culture within the 

organization 

• develop people, process, and place


